Generic/Customised e‐therapy system
A specially developed version of e‐therapy is available to practices and organisations who wish to
have their own version of the system. There are some simple design and functionality changes.
1. The blue banner at the top is made white, and a function added so the practice or
organisation can upload their own logo and/or some text if required.
2. Top Menu items are simplified as follows: Home, Therapists (Therapist Login, List
Therapists), Clients (Login), FAQs, Contact.
3. In the top image section, the Enquire Today button will link to the practice Contact page.
4. The practice has full control over all pages content (where it does not involve specific
functionality) and can change all images in the banners throughout the site.
5. The latest news section is removed.
6. The Ads section at the bottom is removed.
7. The practice can add and manage therapists as required
8. The practice can set a global hourly rate, to be used as default where a rate is not set for any
therapist. If a rate is set for specific therapists, then payments made by clients for sessions
will use the therapist’s set rate. Payments can be configured to go to the main practice, or
directly to therapists.
9. There is a function to allow the practice to add a series of documents which a new client
may be required to download and complete upon registration
The practice can list up to 6 documents as pdf files, with a download button beside each.
10. Currently when a Therapist is added, it also allows them to create a sub domain. For the
generic version there are various options; the system can be set in a subdirectory, or sub
domain itself.
E.g. www.psychmatters.com.au/etherapy , www.etherapy.psychmatters.com.au
If required E‐therapy can offer a number of full domains to link to any practice system.
Please ask about this when setting up your system.
We do also offer a service for those requiring a restyling to suit their practice colours and style, so
the system can be set in a domain of your choice, and the general look and feel enhanced to fit so it
is fully integrated with the practice or organisation

